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Moving to Costa Rica is both exciting and overwhelming. This cookbook is designed to help the
newbee expat adjust to the new cuisine and local produce so they don't break the bank
purchasing imported foods. In addition to delicious recipes, the book also provides the
approximate cost per meal, food-hacks, and a section that teaches how to pick out the most
flavorful fruit.
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COSTA RICAN CUISINE 101When we arrived to Costa Rica and settled into our new
apartment, we bought all kinds of things we’d never seen before just to experience and
experiment. After a few months, we had a decent grasp of the produce. In this book, we fine-
tuned our experiments and are bringing to you must have food-hacks and affordable recipes that
take full advantage of the amazing produce readily available here.Our recipes will introduce you
to traditional Costa Rican dishes as well as some favorites from home. We embraced the local
items such as Lizano Salsa and Tipo Inglesa (a Costa Rican version of worcestershire). By using
local items you can cut your grocery budget in half. See the food hacks section for more money
saving tips.We couldn’t find pre-made seasonings like blackening spice or taco seasoning, so
we just made our versions. Mojo marinade is another thing we love, though it is readily available,
we decided to try to make our own. Our version is phenomenal and cost less than half the price
of the store-bought brand.All in all, if you’d like to keep your food costs down, it’s very possible. I
do admit there are a few cravings we break down and buy at the more expensive import stores.
We’re cheese nuts, so if I splurge, it’s usually on cheese like jalapeño pepper jack.STAPLE
FOODSThe first thing you’ll notice about Costa Rican food is that it’s fresh, flavorful, and leaves
you feeling energetic. While Costa Rican cuisine isn’t very spicy, Cholula, Tabasco, and
homemade hot chilies are always readily available. You’ll see plenty of natural fruit juices, rice,
beans, fresh veggies, meat, and salsas often listed on the menu as a casado.Casado literally
translates to “married.” It’s the perfect marriage of foods consisting of white rice, black or red
beans, a small side salad, fried plantains, a vegetable side, and a protein (pork, chicken, beef, or
fish). As legend has it, the casado played a major role in young courtships. The woman invited
her desired spouse over for dinner and cooked a variety of items in order to discover what he
liked best. This is why the ingredients in a casado vary a bit from town to town.Your typical Costa
Rican breakfast is healthy and filling. It consists of gallo pinto (Costa Rica’s national dish of rice
and beans) served with sour cream (natilla), and either scrambled or fried eggs, fried sweet
plantains, a slice of ham (jamón), fresh cheese (queso) and of course, world class coffee (café).
Some restaurants also include fresh fruit.Due to the numerous palm plantations, heart of palm
(palmito) and palm oil is sold everywhere. A trip to mountainous regions such as Zarcero will
lend you to hundreds of handmade signs that proclaim, “hay queso palmito” (there is palmito
cheese), which is not to be confused with the palmito mentioned above. It’s actually a ball of
cheese that has a similar texture and taste as string cheese.If you like fish, you’re in for a treat.
Costa Rica’s coastal communities have numerous top-notch seafood markets to purchase fresh
caught tuna (atún), sea bass (corvina), shrimp (camarones), and much more. Most seafood
shops also sell homemade ceviche (either mixed seafood or all fish). Ceviche is most certainly a
staple food along the coast, usually served with saltine crackers (lime, red onion, and cilantro
are predominate flavors). Tabasco is also always nearby.A popular must-have seasoning in
Costa Rican cuisine is (green cap), a mild sauce made from vegetables that is added to
everything from meats to gallo pinto. Speaking of food additions, ketchup is much sweeter here
so consider yourself forewarned. If you want the ketchup you’re accustomed to, simply purchase



an American brand in a larger super.TIPWhile pancakes (pankake) aren’t Costa Rican in any
way, you’ll occasionally see them offered on menus. Just know what you’ll be served will taste
like something between a pancake and a crepe.SOCK COFFEECosta Rican coffee is world
class delicious. Every time I visit friends and family at home their singular request is, “Can you
bring me some coffee?” The coffee is grown along mountains that have tropical sun mixed with
cloud forests naturally watering the plants. An ideal environment for a rich smooth flavored
coffee (not acidic at all).The traditional method of brewing the coffee involves a burlap sack
(looks a bit like a dirty sock) held up with a ring and hot water from a kettle. The coffee is placed
in the sack and the hot coffee is poured over the top. it takes a few minutes to seep through the
bag allowing the coffee time to blend it’s flavors with the near boiling water.EGGSEggs are a
staple in most cultures. One of the first things you’ll notice when walking in a super in Costa Rica
is the eggs are left out on the shelf, not a’ one is refrigerated. As North Americans, we’re usually
baffled by this and wonder if we’re going to get salmonella. Actually, the eggs are very safe and
much more natural than those sold in the US. When hens lay their eggs, they’re encased with a
protecting coat. Only when the eggs are washed (like in the US) do they lose this coating and
become more porous creating the need for refrigeration to avoid salmonella. Many countries opt
to let mother nature protect the eggs and save the money that would otherwise be drained along
with the water required to wash and refrigerate said eggs.Salmonella can be passed into the egg
through infected ovaries of the laying hen (which would carry over regardless of the to wash or
not to wash argument), so I wouldn’t recommend eating any raw eggs. Costa Rica reports the
most common cause of salmonella is through making and consuming homemade
mayonnaise.PRODUCEProduce in Costa Rica is AMAZING! There’s a huge selection of fruits
and vegetables. Even though Costa Rica is roughly the size of West Virginia, it holds over 5% of
the world’s biodiversity (including plants). Many fruits and vegetables will look foreign to you.
Other foods you’re accustomed to buying aren’t readily available or are very expensive due to
import fees. Not to worry, part of the reason we wrote this cookbook is to show you “food-hacks”
to use in substitution.For instance, lemons are hard to find but a lemon/lime hybrid that looks
more like an ugly wort-ridden lime is readily available, and it actually tastes more like a lemon
than a lime. To make it weirder, the inside is orange. To sum it up, buy the ugly lime-looking fruit
that taste like lemon and look like an orange. Yellow summer squash is also hard to find, but a
great replacement is the chayote. A squash that resembles a giant green walnut. It has a firm
flesh and is sweet and slightly tart. It’s great in soups and stews because you can cook it for
hours and it will still retain its flavor and shape.Costa Rica is the motherland of fruits. There are
pineapples, mangos, papaya, momones chinos (lychee), oranges, guanabana, guava, star fruit,
limes, bananas, plantains, kiwi, apples, coconuts, passion fruit, watermelon, strawberries (near
Poás), and scores of others, all fresh and at very reasonable prices.There are local produce
stands on almost every street in town. My favorite way to shop is by visiting the local “feria” or
farmers market on the weekends. There, you are afforded the best pricing, can sample each
stand’s produce, and buy locally. You can also visit the local mercado, which is like a permanent



farmers market on steroids and is usually inside an open-air building so you can shop rain or
shine. In addition to produce, you can buy freshly butchered meats, homemade tortillas, and
fresh made cheese. Feel free to shop all day because there are usually a variety of food stands
serving up hot food to order.One important consideration when buying produce is it doesn’t last
as long as in the States. The foods aren’t sprayed with preservatives, and they’re picked when
ripe. That, in combination with the heat and humidity, equate short shelf life. Most items need to
be eaten within 1-3 days. It’s a good thing local markets are always close by. One rule of thumb
I’ve used is “If you buy it refrigerated, keep it refrigerated, if you buy it at room temp, keep it at
room temp.” Some expats opt to enjoy a morning walk to the market to pick up the food for the
day. Others stock up on produce every two-three days.How to choose the best produce is
essential, which is why we're going to teach you.

PICKING PRODUCE 101MangoThe mangos in Costa Rica are unreal! As they begin to grow on
trees across the country, I dance with excitement. The only drawback is the rotten smell of
hundreds of mangos that have fallen in the streets. There are many varieties of mangos, but in
Costa Rica you primarily see only one type: an enormous oblong softball-sized red/green
colored delight.When choosing your mango, your first lesson is don’t focus on color alone. A red-
colored mango is not necessarily ripe. Mangos come in a variety of colors - red, yellow, and
green, and all can be ripe. If you have had success picking a nice nectarine, you’re half-way
there. Squeeze the mango gently. A ripe mango will be slightly soft. If it’s firm, it is not ready to
eat (you could leave it on your windowsill to let it finish ripening). If it’s soft, like avocado soft, it’s
overly ripe. A ripe mango will also have a “fruity” smell on the stem side of the fruit. When you cut
it open, the mango should look glossy. If it’s dry, it will be sour.Now that you have your mango,
the next big obstacle is how to cut it! After much research and trial and error, here is what I have
found to be the easiest and safest way to peel a mango. First lay your mango on a cutting board
with the stem end facing away from you. Now roll the mango onto the thickest side. From the top-
center measure to the right about a 1/2 inch (or third of the thickness), and using a non-serrated
sharp knife slice down the side of the mango. If you hit something hard, try again a little further
from the center. Turn the mango around and repeat on the other side. There are still a few small
pieces on the remaining sides, just trim around the seed (hard part). For the nice end cuts, here
is the trick! Grab a tall drinking glass; make sure it is good and sturdy. Now hold the sliced piece
of mango in the palm of your hand skin down. Take the glass and put the edge just above the
peel on the end of the mango. Gently slide the glass pushing down along the skin of the mango,
continue all the way to the end of the slice. Now you should have the peel in one hand and the
mango inside the glass! Repeat for the other side. Believe me, it is a lot harder to explain how to
do it than actually doing it.Another cool trick to impress visitors is take the two thick end pieces
and gently score them four or five times in each directions. You’re left with a grid of squares. Now
bend the peel inside out, and you will have delicious easy to eat, on the go, bit size mango
squares.CantaloupeFor a sweet tasting cantaloupe, find one with a thorough white-web exterior



and a sweet smell from where the stem used to be. If the stem end doesn’t have a clean break
(partial stem remaining), disregard. The stem on a ripe melon breaks clean when picked. Rub
the stem end with your finger as if it were a scratch and sniff sticker. If it doesn’t smell sweet,
move on to the next one. You don’t want the color of the cantaloupe to be very green between
the white webbing, rather you’re looking for one with an underlying color that is mostly orange/
white-ish.MomonesMomones are also called Lychee in Asia. In Costa Rica, they come in red
and yellow varieties. You want to pick a batch that is vibrant in color (pass on any pale looking
fruit) and pay special attention to the spikes. Make sure they aren’t black or becoming black.
When momones turn bad, the first indicator is their hairy (or spiky) parts turn black. For those of
you who haven’t eaten this fruit, it is delicious and tastes much like grapes. Simply push the nail
of your thumb into one, then pull the outer husk apart revealing the pretty grape-like inside. Pop
the whole grape-like fruit in your mouth. There is a large seed in the middle that you chew
around.GuavaBright green guavas aren’t ready for consumption. Pick a fruit that is more yellow
with pink hues. A ripe guava will have a strong smell, so if you have to place it all the way to your
noise in order to smell it, move to the next one. It should smell sweet. Push on the rind, you
should feel a slight give.Star FruitStar fruit can be enjoyed as a tart pear-textured fruit or as a
sweet grape-like textured fruit. For a tart taste, choose a firm star fruit with a light green tint. For a
sweet treat, choose a solid yellow star fruit (or ripen the tart star fruit on your counter for a day or
two turning every 12 hours). If the skin on the fruit is mushy, disregard.CoconutThere are two
main applications of coconuts and each one has a preferred type. If you’re going to cook with the
white “meat,” choose an older, larger coconut (coco with a yellow/brown exterior). If you want to
drink nature’s best electrolyte replacement, pick out a rugby-sized green (pipa). They are much
more refreshing when served ice-cold, so buy one that is sitting in a cooler of ice or fridge ready
to be chopped.PineappleCosta Rican pineapple is some of the best I’ve had in the world. There
are a few ways to choose the best pineapple. First look at color and observe the fragrance. You
want a pineapple that is more yellow than green on the outer husk. Pick it up and turn it upside.
Smell the “butt” of the pineapple, it should be very sweet smelling and lacking signs of mold or
rot. The final check involves plucking a few of the leaves off of the top. If they come out easily
your pineapple is ready for enjoyment.PlantainsPlantains can be prepared when they are unripe
(green) and when they are ripe (black with a little yellow). If you are hoping to make patacones or
other mashed and fried plantain you will likely be using a green plantain. Pay extra attention to
the recipe to see which level of ripeness you should buy. In order to pick a ripe plantain, look for
one that is 70-90% black with a bit of yellow that also lacks fungal growth (white).
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Patrick O'Brien, “Good culinary & Financial Information. We've wondered how long it might take
to shop & eat well without breaking the bank. During our "scouting" visits grocery shopping was
costing much more than we had planned. This book not only tells you how to inexpensively
prepare familiar (and new) dishes but also has great information on selecting unfamiliar fruits &
vegetables. For us it's a game-changer! We can't wait for another companion to be
released.Thanks!!Patrick & Anne(Texans Wondering Where's The Spice)”

Cindee, “Great cookbook!. Whether you are an ex-patriot living in Costa Rica or just enjoy
cooking and trying new recipes, this wonderful cookbook is for you! I have tried several of the
recipes already and I like that the author included some pictures for presentation purposes. I
really enjoyed the section on seasonings, marinades and dressings - so nice to make your own
so you know what is in them versus all the ingredients in the packaged stuff. For the price point,
this is a huge bargain.  I would highly recommend this cookbook!”

JAG, “just what I was looking for!. This book is perfect for those searching to improve their
cooking while in Costa Rica. Simple explanations are very useful for everyday.”

The book by Joseph Toone has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 6 people have provided feedback.
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